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A method for measuring site-specific amide hydrogen–deute-
rium exchange rates for membrane proteins in bilayers is reported
and evaluated. This method represents an adaptation and exten-
sion of the approach of Dempsey and co-workers (Biophys. J. 70,
1777–1788 (1996)) and is based on reconstituting 15N-labeled

embrane proteins into phospholipid bilayers, followed by lyoph-
lization and rehydration with D2O or H2O (control). Following

incubation for a time t under hydrated conditions, samples are
again lyophilized and then solubilized in an organic solvent sys-
tem, where 1H–15N HSQC spectra are recorded. Comparison of
spectra from D2O-exposed samples to spectra from control sam-

les yields the extent of the H–D exchange which occurred in the
ilayers during time t. Measurements are site specific if specific 15N

labeling is used. The first part of this paper deals with the search
for a suitable solvent system in which to solubilize complex mem-
brane proteins in an amide “exchange-trapped” form for NMR
quantitation of amide peak intensities. The second portion of the
paper documents application of the overall procedure to measur-
ing site-specific amide exchange rates in diacylglycerol kinase, a
representative integral membrane protein. Both the potential use-
fulness and the significant limitations of the new method are
documented. © 2000 Academic Press

Key Words: hydrogen–deuterium amide exchange; membrane
proteins; site-directed mutagenesis; diacylglycerol kinase; NMR.

INTRODUCTION

Because amide hydrogen exchange rates depend on p
structure, hydrogen–deuterium (H–D) and hydrogen–tri
(H–T) exchange measurements have long been recognize
rich source of protein structural information (1–5). There are
variety of experimental methods used for quantitation of
drogen exchange in solution and membrane proteins. T
methods can be categorized as low-, medium-, and high-
lution techniques. Low-resolution methods are useful for
termining the bulk hydrogen exchange rate for an entire
tein. Both spectroscopic and radioisotopic methods exis
measuring bulk exchange rates (5–9). A medium-resolutio
method developed by Smith and Zhang (10, 11) employs the
ombination of mass spectrometry and proteolysis to qua
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evels of bulk isotopic exchange within resolvable pro
egments.Currently, only NMR spectroscopy yields high-r

olution site-specific H–D exchange rates for proteins (1, 12–
16).

Integral membrane proteins represent a class of protein
hich the capacity to make site-specific amide exchange
easurements is very desirable. There are examples of
embrane proteins solubilized in detergent micelles or org

olvent mixtures where AE rates in micellar or solvent m
ures have been directly measured by NMR (17–23). Such
tudies have required total assignment of the amide p
esonances. For larger membrane proteins, such direct
urements will often not be feasible because of the
ffective molecular weights of protein–detergent aggreg
nd because organic solvent mixtures unfold many mem
roteins. Both of these problems seriously hinder nece

otal assignment of the amide proton resonances.
For membrane proteins inserted into lipid bilayers,direct
easurements of site-specific AE rates are presently no

ible because of the difficulties associated with obtaining h
esolution proton NMR spectra of large molecules firmly
edded in lipid bilayers. For this reason, Dempsey and
orkers (15, 24) have developed a clever “exchange-trapp

approach in which a bilayer-associated membrane prote
exposed to H–D exchange conditions, followed by trappin
the in-bilayer amide exchange state via transfer of the m
brane protein out of the bilayer and into an effectively
change-inert organic solvent system in which the percenta
remaining protons at each amide site can be assess
solution NMR methods. This approach has been demons
to be successful for small membrane proteins, for which s
tral assignments in organic solvents can readily be m
(15, 24). However, in the case of larger membrane protei
will often not be possible to assign all amide proton resona
when the protein is solubilized in an organic solvent mixt
For example, in the case ofE. coli diacylglycerol kinase
organic solvent systems capable of solubilizing the prote
NMR concentrations also unfold the protein (25), inducing
widespread NMR spectral degeneracy. In addition, the so
systems employed by Dempsey and co-workers may n
effective at solubilizing all membrane proteins. This padu.
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112 CZERSKI, VINOGRADOVA, AND SANDERS
documents the development of a procedure which builds
the Dempsey exchange-trapping approach to permit site
cific in-bilayer H–D exchange rates to be measured for
larger membrane proteins.

RESULTS

General Strategy

Figure 1 outlines the experimental approach to meas
amide exchange rates which is the subject of this paper.
procedure draws heavily upon the work of Dempsey (15, 24)
and, to a lesser degree, Roder and co-workers (14). Following
15N labeling and membrane reconstitution of the protein, am
exchange is allowed to evolve under conditions best app
mating the native environment: with the membrane prote
lipid bilayers. Amide exchange is notdirectly assessed whi
the protein is still in bilayers. Instead, the amide exchange
of the in-bilayer protein at timet is trapped by freeze-dryin
followed by redissolution of the protein into an organic solv
system in which further amide exchange is suppressed a
which “solution NMR” conditions pertain. At this point, com
paring HSQC spectra from exchanged and control sam
permits quantitation of the exact degree of amide exch
occurring in the bilayer samples during timet. In the case o
uniformly labeled membrane proteins, assignments of
HSQC spectra may not be feasible and the proposed m
would be expected to yield, at best, the bulk exchange
However, if site-specific15N labeling is possible, then assig

ent of the HSQC spectrum is trivial and the proposed me
ill provide direct exchange measurements for the labeled

iacylglycerol Kinase as a Test Case

The test system employed in this paper isE. coli diacylglyc-
erol kinase (DAGK). DAGK functions in membranes a

FIG. 1. Schematic of the amide exchange measurement procedure
in this work.
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noncovalent trimer of identical 13 kDa subunits (121 resid
each (25)). DAGK is an almost exclusively helical protein

hich each subunit contains three transmembrane h
26, 27). DAGK has been subjected to an extensive prel
ary examination by NMR in both micelles and organic sol
ixtures (25, 28). In micelles, DAGK folds properly but e
ibits extremely broad NMR spectra. In organic solvent m

ures, DAGK is largely unfolded and gives spectra chara
stic of a molten globular conformational state. In neit

icelles nor organic solvent systems does the prospe
aking total resonance assignments appear to be prom

25). Preliminary 800 MHz TROSY (29) measurements (San
rs, unpublished) have not dramatically changed this as
ent. Because of its structural complexity, DAGK represe

igorous test system.

creening of Potential Organic Solvent Mixtures and Tes
Solvent Systems

An appropriate solvent mixture in which to solubilize me
rane proteins for the NMR step of the AE method would
system which (1) fully solubilizes membrane protein
0.1 mM concentrations, (2) does not allow additional H
xchange to take place, and (3) solubilizes the protein in a
uch that reasonably sharp amide peaks are observed (al
ot necessarily well resolved).
We observed that organic solvent systems previously d
ented for use in solvent trapping AE studies (14, 15, 24) were
ot effective at solubilizing DAGK. This led us to search fo
ew system. We previously screened about 2000 solven

ems for their ability to solubilize DAGK or model membra
olypeptides (25, 30). Those previous results provided the
is for selection of the 74 solvent systems examined in
resent study. Various combinations of solvents conta
xchangeable protons (e.g., water, methanol, hexafluo
ropanol, and trifluoroethanol),aprotic polar solvents (e.g

dimethyl sulfoxide, dimethylformamide, and tetrahydrofur
andaprotic nonpolar solvents (e.g., chloroform and benze
were evaluated. Solvent mixtures were evaluated at basic
monium hydroxide), neutral, and acidic (acetic acid, for
acid, and trifluoroacetic acid) pH. A detailed list of syste
tested is available upon request from the authors.

Only about 20 of the solvent systems examined were ab
totally dissolve DAGK (from a detergent/DAGK powder) a
concentration of 0.2 mM. Some solvents (e.g., mixtures
taining dimethyl sulfoxide) dissolved DAGK at higher temp
ature (50°C) but not at room temperature (25°C). Of the
mixtures which completely dissolved DAGK, only 5 gave h
or satisfactoryS/N spectra from DAGK (8 mg/ml concentr
tion). These systems were (A) neat hexafluoro-2-prop
(HFIP), (B) benzene:HFIP 1:1 (vol:vol)1 1% formic acid
(FA), (C) 2-propanol:H2O 1:1 1 0.5% FA, (D) benzene:tri
uoroethanol (TFE) 1:11 0.5% FA, and (E) TFE:H2O 8:2 1
0.5% FA. Other mixtures yielded only very broad signals e

ted
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113AMIDE EXCHANGE IN MEMBRANE PROTEINS
when the temperature was elevated to 50°C. Figure 2 com
representative spectra from mixtures yielding reasonably
signal-to-noise to examples which did not. The only pe
observed in the latter cases are from small-molecule impu
or from the highly mobile poly-His tag of recombinant DAG
It is significant that all of the solvent systems which were fo
to yield high signal-to-noise from DAGK contained at le
50% protic solvent. This is unfortunate since the presenc
exchangeable solvent protons means that “post-trap” sol
protein amide H–D exchange must remain a concern. The
that four of five of the best systems also required the pres
of formic acid to facilitate DAGK solubility is also a cause
concern since the low pK a of formic acid dictates the effectiv
pH will be below values at which unwanted solvent–am
H–D exchange is known to be minimized (14).

Because the five best solvent systems contain exchang
rotons, leucine enkephalin (Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-Leu) was
loyed to evaluate the possibility of undesired amide H

FIG. 2. 1-D 1H NMR spectra (amide/aromatic region) of DAGK in rep
.5% formic acid; (C) 100% hexafluoro-2-propanol; (D) benzene:hexafl
res
h
s
es

d
t
f
t–
ct
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e
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xchange in the five best solvent systems. Leucine enkep
as chosen for these tests because it is unstructured, su

t should provide a stringent test of the degree of unwa
mide exchange because its amides will be fully expos
olvent. Leucine enkephalin was dissolved in deuterated
ent mixtures and examined by 1-D1H NMR at various time

and at least two temperatures:125 and25°C. At 25°C in four
f the five best solvent mixtures (B–E), most of the am
eaks disappeared after the few minutes which were req

or sample mixing and cursory locking/shimming. In the c
f neat HFIP, loss of amide resonances at 25°C was som
lower (t 1/ 2 approximately 10 minutes; data not shown). L

of signal in all cases was due to exchange involving excha
able deuterons from the protic solvent components in
mixture. Because the freezing point of HFIP is24°C, we did

ot attempt to examine exchange in this solvent at25°C.
ttempts to examine TFE:H2O 1:11 0.5% FA at25°C were

hampered by phase separation at the low temperature.

entative solvent mixtures: (A) 100% dimethyl sulfoxide; (B) methanol:H2O 6:41
o-2-propanol 1:11 1% formic acid. All spectra were acquired at 25°C.
res
uor
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114 CZERSKI, VINOGRADOVA, AND SANDERS
ever, when exchange was examined in the other three
solvent mixtures at25°C (B, C, and E), unwanted ami
exchange was observed to be dramatically reduced. Fig
presents data from these three solvent systems obtained25
and125°C (six samples) 10 min after sample mixing. Alm
omplete amide peak intensities are observed in all o
pectra obtained at25°C. The intensity of the leucine e
ephalin amide peaks decreased by, at most, only 5–10%
h of exposure in the three systems represented in Fig. 3
epressed temperature (data not shown).

FIG. 3. 1H NMR spectra (amide/aromatic region) of leucine enkeph
issolution at25 and at125°C.
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pplication of Overall Amide Exchange Scheme to
Uniformly Labeled DAGK in Bilayers

Before proceeding to expensive single-site-labeled DA
amples, we carried out preliminary experiments on unifo
abeled samples. Based on the above solvent screenin
enzene:HFIP 1:11 1% formic acid mixture was chosen as
olvent system for implementing and testing the overall
rocedure. U(15N)-DAGK was reconstituted and exposed

D O or H O (control) followed by freeze-drying, redissoluti

(Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-Leu) in three different solvent systems obtained 10
alin
2 2
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115AMIDE EXCHANGE IN MEMBRANE PROTEINS
in the organic solvent mixture, and HSQC NMR. Spectra w
acquired for samples at both125 and25°C (one sample

ach temperature). Loss of intensity due to D2O exposurein
bilayers could be observed at both cases (Fig. 4). Howe
there are a number of problems confounding straightfor
interpretation of these data in terms of bulk amide excha
The fact that both control and exchange spectra at 25°C
rather noisy despite a large number of scans suggests tha
may have been considerable H–D exchange occurringin the
organic solvent mixturefor both exchange and control sa

les. This would not lead to spurious measurements
ontrol and exchange spectra will be equally affected),

FIG. 4. HSQC spectra of uniformly15N-labeled DAGK in organic solve
(d-benzene:d-HFIP 1:11 1% d-FA) following original exposure of DAGK i
lipid bilayers to H2O (1, control) or D2O (2) for 1 h. Spectra were obtained
different samples at either room temperature (A, 2048 scans, 30 Hz exp
tial line broadening) or25°C (B, 2750 scans, 30 Hz exponential line bro
ening).
e

r,
rd
e.
re
ere

th
ut

does reduce the accuracy of integrated intensity measurem
A more serious problem is reflected by the fact that the
vertical scale for the high-temperature spectra (Fig. 4A
actually 3 times higher than that of the low-temperature sp
(Fig. 4B). This indicates a considerable loss of signal inte
due to extreme line broadening of many resonances a
lower temperature. Indeed, even in the 25°C case, a num
amide peaks may not be represented because of line bro
ing so extensive that it results in complete cancellatio
antiphase magnetization during the HSQC sequence.

Application of Overall Amide Exchange Scheme to
Specifically Labeled DAGK in Bilayers

In the case of DAGK, a route to site-specific excha
measurements was provided by the fact that an appro
mutant library is available. The laboratory of James Bow
UCLA has created a series of DAGK mutants, each of w
has only 1 cysteine and in which the position of the si
cysteine is systematically varied throughout the 121 res
sites of DAGK (unpublished). We biosynthetically labele
number of these mutants with15N-cysteine, such that ea
mutant has only a single15N-labeled site. Since only a sing
proton in the protein will have an attached15N resonance
assignment is trivial: a lone peak will ultimately be obser
when the scheme of Fig. 1 is implemented.

The full AE procedure was executed on about 30 diffe
specifically labeled DAGK mutants. A variety of results w
obtained, with representative examples being presented i
5. Figures 5A and 5B represent unambiguously positive re
revealing that positions 102 and 113 undergo modest and
amide exchange, respectively, during the 1 h inwhich bilayer-
associated DAGK was exposed to D2O. The fact that the fina
spectra are of satisfactory signal-to-noise reflects both
relatively narrow linewidths of the amide protons being
served and an acceptably low degree of post-trap H–D
change, even at 25°C. This latter observation suggests
these amide sites are protected from solvent when DAG
solubilized in organic solvent mixtures. Similar results w
obtained for a number of the residues of the third transm
brane segment of DAGK (residues 100–120). Figure 5E s
spectra obtained for position 113 at25°C. Unlike the 25°C
case for this site (Fig. 5B), signals cannot be observed d
extreme line broadening of its resonance at the depr
temperature.

A second class of results is represented by Figs. 5C an
In these cases, it is possible to establish that conside
amide exchange occurred during timet. However, multiple
peaks appear to be present. This observation suggests
exchange structural heterogeneity for some regions o
solvent-trapped protein. It should be pointed out that this
not imply structural heterogeneity for the original hydra
vesicular sample. It is, perhaps, unsurprising that a r
complex protein with multiple charged residues may popu

en-
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116 CZERSKI, VINOGRADOVA, AND SANDERS
multiple slowly interchanging conformational states in a
form low dielectric medium.

Finally, there were some positions where no signal
obtained for either control or exchange samples at either125
or 25°C (e.g., Figs. 5E and 5F). These represent posi
either where the linewidths were too broad to permit an HS
spectrum to be obtained or where undesired H–D exch
occurring in the organic solvent mixture was complete by
time the HSQC spectrum was recorded (a few minutes
dissolution). This latter explanation likely accounts for
depicted results for position 1 (Fig. 5F). In this case the res
is on the C-terminal end of DAGK’s N-terminal polyhistidi

FIG. 5. HSQC spectra of single-(15N)Cys-labeled DAGK mutants in
exchange for 1 h in lipid bilayers: (A) Cys102 mutant at 25°C (20,000 sc
scans); (D) Cys53 mutant at 25°C (15,000 scans); (E) same mutant
2750 scans); (F) Cys1 mutant at25°C (10,000 scans, control spectrum
purification tag on the N-terminal side of the first position of DAGK’s
line broadening being applied.
-

s

ns
C
ge
e
er

e

purification tag, which is highly mobile and yields very sh
nonamide proton NMR resonances (25).

DISCUSSION

In the Results it was demonstrated for DAGK that
method outlined in Fig. 1 allows in-bilayer H–D amide
change to be monitored at some sites on DAGK, but n
others. Most of the problems encountered in unfavorable
were related to imperfections in the organic solvent sy
used to resolubilize the exchanged protein for NMR anal
Fully aprotic solvents were not found to be effective in s

ganic solvent (d-benzene:d-HFIP 1:1 1 1% d-FA) following original H–D
s); (B) Cys113 mutant at 25°C (15,000 scans); (C) Cys10 mutant at 25
(B) (Cys113), only spectrum acquired at25°C (control spectrum only is show
y). Note that Cys1 is not at the true N-terminal of DAGK: there is a 10
a fide sequence. These spectra were processed with 20 –50 Hz of e
or
an
as
onl
bon
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117AMIDE EXCHANGE IN MEMBRANE PROTEINS
bilizing DAGK, perhaps because some parts of DAGK
highly charged (as for most complex membrane prote
Because it was necessary to use solvents in which exch
able protons were present, unwanted post-trap H–D exch
was always a possibility. Indeed, post-trap exchange w
some cases severe enough to prohibit any measurement
degree of in-bilayer amide exchange at room temperatu
more ideal cases, the amide sites of interest were protect
residual secondary and/or tertiary structure such that thi
wanted exchange was not so extensive and useful me
ments could be made. Lowering the temperature suppr
unwanted post-trap H–D exchange but generally led to e
sive line broadening, often prohibiting observation of HS
signals. With regard to these difficulties, it is acknowled
that while screening of solvent systems was extensive, it
not be ruled out that there may be a more optimal so
system which we simply were not able to find. It should als
pointed out that solvent systems which were not effective
DAGK may work for other membrane proteins, as alre
demonstrated by Dempsey for much simpler model memb
proteins (15, 24).

A second class of problems encountered when the
method was applied to DAGK is that there appears to
conformational heterogeneity in the organic solvent solubi
form of the protein. In some cases, this was manifested i
form of multiple peaks from a single site, indicative of slo
exchange heterogeneity—a phenomenon which doesnot pro-
hibit AE measurements. However, for some other sites
change may have been on the intermediate time scale, le
to line broadening extensive enough to prohibit HSQC sig
Again, it should be pointed out that DAGK represents a ra
complex example of a membrane protein (three subunits,
with three transmembrane and two highly charged segm
We were unable to find a solvent system which led to rete
of a well-defined folded conformationor which reduce
DAGK to a fully unfolded structural state. For membra
proteins less complex than DAGK but more complex than
single transmembrane span proteins for which most pre
NMR-based AE measurements have been made, it ma
easier to find appropriate solvent systems which lead to
ples with fully folded or fully unfolded protein, such that t
heterogeneity problems documented for DAGK do not per

The AE method described in the Results is demanding i
sense that two samples (exchange and control) are requi
determine the percentage of amide exchange for a single
a single time point. Given the expense of labeled amino
such as15N-cysteine (we paid approximately 750 US dol
per gram), there are limits on how many time points ca
taken per site. Thus, the proposed method may often be
employed as an “all or nothing” class of measurement (w
only one time point per site is measured). Fortunately, in
case of membrane proteins such measurements may b
useful: water-exposed loops of membrane proteins would
mally be expected to undergo complete and rapid exch
e
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whereas amides buried in the membrane are expected
dergo virtually no exchange, even after long incubation tim
Thus, single time point measurements may be very helpf
a way of mapping out the exact sequential locations of loo
membrane proteins—information which is hard to obtain
any method.

Finally, it must be emphasized that the proposed me
requires a method for introducing15N labels site specifical
into the membrane protein of interest. This is possible
polypeptides via chemical synthesis. Examples of synt
libraries of site-specifically labeled membrane polypept
can be found in the literature (31, 32). In the case of large

embrane proteins, a flexible labeling strategy involves s
ng with a protein which is bereft of one amino acid type. S

protein can be generated by mutagenically altering all a
cids of the chosen type to something else. This is followe
ystematically introducing a single residue of that t
hroughout the sequence of the protein. Ideally, the protein
hen be biosynthetically labeled by protein expression
edium containing labeled amino acid (33–35). In the case o
AGK, such a requirement was fulfilled by the availability
library of single-cysteine mutants. Cysteine will often b

ood choice for studies such as these because it is a rela
are amino acid type in most proteins, it is a conserva
mino acid substitution for most residue types, and the un
hemical reactivity of the thiol moiety lends itself well to
ariety of other structural biophysical experimental approa
hich can complement the amide exchange measuremen

abeling for EPR, modification with a fluorophore, etc.;
efs. (36) and (37)). In addition to DAGK, extensive singl
ys mutant libraries have already been prepared for se
ther complex membrane proteins, including chemotaxi
eptors, a potassium channel, and a transporter,lac permeas
36–40).

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper a method for measuring site-specific am
exchange rates for integral membrane proteins has bee
sented. While it has limitations, in favorable cases this me
should prove useful in characterizing the structures of m
brane proteins. Perhaps more importantly, it is hoped tha
work will be used as a stepping stone in the developme
easier and more robust NMR-based methods for meas
amide exchange rates in the large but difficult family of m
brane proteins.

EXPERIMENTAL

Labeling, Purification, and Bilayer Reconstitution of DAG

E. coli strains containing inducible plasmids for polyH
tagged DAGK single-cysteine mutants (41) were a gift from
ames Bowie of UCLA. For uniform15N enrichment o
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118 CZERSKI, VINOGRADOVA, AND SANDERS
DAGK, cells were grown in minimal medium, which includ
15NH4Cl as the sole nitrogen source (25, 33, 34). For specific
15N-Cys enrichment, cells were grown in minimal medi
supplemented with unlabeled amino acids plus15N-Cys
(33, 42). Labeled cysteine was obtained from Cambridge
topes Lab (Andover, MA).

Purification of DAGK was performed as described pr
ously (25, 27). In the final elution step, DAGK was eluted fro
an affinity column with 1% DM plus 0.5 M ammonium h
droxide to yield.95% pure DAGK in micellar DM solution
The eluted DAGK was typically 5–30 mg/ml. DAGK w
quantitated based on its absorbance at 280 nm.

To the purified DAGK, mixed micellar solutions of 100 m
1-palmitoyl-2-oleoylphosphatidylcholine (POPC, Avanti Po
Lipids, Alabaster, AL) and 300 mMn-octyl-b-glucoside
(Anatrace) were added. The DAGK–detergent–lipid mixt
were then transferred to dialysis tubing (Spectra-Por 1.1,
lecular weight cutoff5 8 kDa, Spectrum, Houston, TX) a
subjected to dialysis at 4°C against one change of 50
phosphate buffer and one change of H2O (24 h each) to remov
detergent, yielding a milky suspension of DAGK-contain
multilamellar POPC bilayers (1:100 mol:mol ratio).

For DAGK solubility studies, approximately 20% by weig
DAGK in DM powder was prepared by freezing DAGK–DM
ammonium hydroxide mixtures prepared as described abo
liquid nitrogen and then lyophilizing.

Amide Exchange, Solvent Trapping, and NMR Determina
of the Percentage of Amide Exchange

Reconstituted DAGK in POPC bilayers was usually fro
in liquid N2 and lyophilized to yield a powdered DAGK–PO
mixture. The powder was divided into exactly equal port
which were then rehydrated with D2O and H2O (control)
buffers (20 mM Na phosphate, pH 7.0), respectively,
incubated for 1 h at30°C. Both exchange and control samp
were then frozen in liquid N2 and relyophilized. Both drie
amples were dissolved in deuterated organic solvent s
nd immediately subjected to NMR. Great care was take
nsure that both D2O exchange and H2O control DAGK sam

ples were of identical composition and subjected to exactl
same handling, including careful timing of the time betw
final dissolution and the start of NMR acquisition.

With the above procedure, there may be concern tha
process of hydrating lyophilized lipid–protein mixtures co
lead to transient protein structural perturbations which c
expose normally exchange-resistant amide sites to facile2O
exchange during the hydration process. With this conce
mind, we prepared a vesicular U-15N-DAGK sample usin
ultracentrifugation at 250,000g to pellet the DAGK-containin
esicles from protonated buffer solution. As much of
rotonated buffer was removed from the pellets as possibl

dentical samples were then incubated with a large vo
xcess of a DO or H O (control) buffer for the H–D exchan
2 2
-

-

r

s
o-
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n

n

s

d
s

em
to

e
n
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in

e
nd
e

period. Following freeze-drying and redissolution of con
and exchange samples in acidic benzene/HFIP, the deg
bulk amide exchange was observed to be the same by
(within experimental error) as when the standard proce
was employed.

NMR Methods

NMR studies were carried out with a 600 MHz Var
INOVA spectrometer and 5 mm1H/13C/15N or 1H/X PFG-
indirect probes.1H–15N heteronuclear single quantum coh
ence (HSQC) spectra were acquired with a gradient-enha
HSQC pulse sequence (43). Both D2O- and H2O-expose
samples were run under exactly the same conditions, usin
same parameters and same number of transients. Quant
of the percentage of amide exchange was obtained by co
ing HSQC from exchanged and control samples. Calculati
the peak areas was performed with standard Varian rout
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